
Media Reprocessing and Disposal

As a licensed waste broker/carrier, we work with a range of recycling plants and customers in order to find a variety 
of additional uses for your spent products. From fused aluminas and bauxite to garnet and glass we can collect most 
materials, helping your company be more cost efficient and environmentally friendly. 

At Hodge Clemco we can broker the collection, recycling and disposal of most spent medias including: fused 
aluminas, bauxite, plastics, glas and much more. 

We can arrange for material to be collected in volumes ranging from as little as one pallet to full truck loads. Our team 
will work with you to arrange collections. They can be from once a week, once a month or on an adhoc basis. We 
understand that your waste needs can change due to a variety of factors.

Every customer is unique (media purchased, equipment used etc) and the used materials are treated in the same 
way. We take the time to fully understand the process, the material generated and potential applications for its reuse 
to ensure the most cost effective solution is offered for each product collected. Using both in-house technology and 
third-party processing capabilities, we are able to offer tailor made recycled materials to support customers across a 
wide range of industry sectors.
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Please complete the below form and return this to our recycling team at recycling@hodgeclemco.co.uk for review. On 
completion of this form a representative sample of materials will be required for analysis before an official price can 
be offered for collection/processing.

Company Name

Trading Address

Collection Address (if different from above)

Contact Name & Telephone

Material to be processed and current state of material

How is the spent material packaged?

Was the original material supplied by Hodge Clemco?

If not, who was the original supplier?

How is the spent material currently being disposed?

Is the spent material classed as Hazardous?

If so, please confirm the relevant hazard codes?

What is the European Waste Code (EWC) for the used material?

Has the spent material had Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
testing? If Yes, please provide a copy of results for review.
If No, is this something you would consider?

How much and how often will you require spent material
collection?

Please provide any other information to help us to quote
Completed by

Completed by

Position

Date

Position Date

Depending on the EWC number provided above and additional supporting documentation a further external 
examination may be required.

Internal Reference (for Hodge Clemco use only) ________________


